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was born. Not unlike the huge economic empires enabled by the modern technicians who
developed the motion picture and the sound recording industries.

TEEPEE
A very pop ular depiction of
native American pra irie life

Tradi ng Post (TP) vi lIage of YVi ckiVVarns outsi de fort

envisions the Indian Teepee.
There is no doubt that such a
structure provided the
travelling family with
convenient housing. But it was
not a home, a house. The
native name is more accurately
described as a WickiWa m. We
see here that this is the
formula for erecting such a
shelter----taking rootless
saplings arranged in a circle.
When covered with anim al

hides it provided adequate protection.
The Wicki is more easily seen as UE KI or the "upper part of a tree" and Wam is simply a
circle wh ich also provided spiritual direction in the native wo rld. In meetings the circle provided
equality for the participants with little social dominance. The eirele depicted the seasons,
returning upon themselves, the cycles of life itself.

But then, where did the European explorers come up with the popular but apparently
erro neous name ofTeepee? It surely dates back to the early trappers of the Nort h and Midwest
even before the Eastern colonies sprung up. As the explorers established important forts for
their commercial trade and protection, the natives also used th em as a place to socialize and
trade for needed goods. They brought skins of deer and beaver which were traded at the
outpost. When they traveled to these American and French outpost s they erected t heir
temporary village just outside the gates. It was a village of Wickiwams. The American tra ders
looked out from the fort to see this unique village sprout up quiekly and exist through the
trading season----it became known as a Trading Post village---a TP village. A village of Teepees.
It was a most busy and vital operation for both sides of the encounter. As this village
information travelled back to the East coast civilizations it seems to have lost the original
defi nitions. Eve n literature by modern Indian scholars seems to have accepted and perpetuated
this acronym.
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An even more popular living shelter used as a house was known as JE (ye, ie). While the
Spanish may use CASA for a shelter or house, in East Asia it is a sh elter (umbreila) and a house is
designated YE. And with surprise, this expression is found not only in North America but in the
Arctic and Amazon as weil.
But first, we should define the Indian use of "structure" rather than the current use of a
buildi ng. On the plains of Nebraska area are exceedingly large and tall outcrop pings of stone
and rock. While they look to us today as "natural skyscrapers", they were "stone structures" to
the Indians. They were naturallandmarks and items of awe and reverence. The area was called
"IOGALLALA': the place of stone structures where a structure was "GALLO---garra'~ It was so

popular that even an entire denomination of the Sio ux nation were denoted as " The Ogallala".

While we additionally find IE' in
t

the Amazon among the YENOMONO, it was
used also by the so-called Eskimo people
(Eaters of Sea Lion liver). Their temporary
houses were structures made fro m t he most
available material, snow and ice. They
named them "house structure----IE GALLO, Igloo'~ This was an elegant way to provide shelter
where little else could be found to

The Famous Arctic IGLOO

provide for the hunting parties. Other places in l'Jorth America can be found where Im portant
housing was denoted as IEjye{eeyay ). The Sioux of the Dakotas have a unifying motto, "Mi
Taku Ye Oyashin" or "All my relatives, and family". This is quite exactly what the translation is in

the language of East Asia. It describes the house (IE) as weil as the household (TAKU) and
parents (OYASHIN). And among the California natives of the Kumeyaay band, their house
shelters were named IE. The in rush of Spanish settlers provided the modern CASA use that is so
prevalent currently.
The Amazon and Peruvian people are quite interesting. A tri be occupying th is primitive
jungle area have provided a wealth of study for Anthropologists such as the fa mo us Dr.
l'Japoleon Chagnon to whom I have spoken. He spent many months among them and advised
me of a most interesting fact. To outsiders they seem primitive, living in hammocks and using
little or minimum clothing. They are the YENOMONO (Yanomomo). They cons ider themselves
advanced in their civilization because they claim to enjoy pots and pans ---"things of t he house".
That is what we find in their name Ye-No-Mono.(belonging to house things).
While adequate housing is always valuable, the source and use of water is most vital.
And the locations of such sources was sure to be embedded in the minds of young and old
natives on these continents. One of the oldest words for water was "sui, soo". A body of water
(body-IVII,IVIE) was MISU.MIZU. With no surprise we find four of the America n Midwest rivers
using this phrase: Missouri, Mississippi, Kalamazoo, Missassaugua. This is no coincidence when
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you resolve the enigma that has surrounded the famous Missouri river. The natives around its
ent ra nce to t he M ississippi called it the Pakitanou. Early explo rers were puzzled as to w hat was
the proper name for this vital river that was the entrance to the great Northwest plains. The
Indians said they na med it a "dirty river" as it brought sediment dow n from the pla ins. Indeed,
that is what Pa-Kitan-nai means based on East Asian language . A "river that is not clean". Then
what does Missouri describe? That is quite si m ply "water entrance, Misu Uri/Erie" to the
Mississippi. This also explains tre magnificent river that empties its water into Niagara falls in
New York. Niagara (Niage-ra) is "a place of emptying" which is the overwhelming view
immediately conveyed to the observer.

While the Niagara may live in the sentimental memory of those w ho years aga included
it in their honeymoon trips, not all such places may meet the criterion . Along Florida's north
coast is the romantic river remembered in song as the Suwanee river. It begi ns severa l mi/es
north in the swampland named by the Indians as IfOKIFENOKEE". Suwanee (Sawa-ni) denotes
the rivers mystic origin as "from the swamp". Not just an o rdinary swamp, but the natives
noticed that it had the signature of weil known peat swamps. These are laced with small
hummocks which bend over or shake when stepped upon. The swam p w as na med "Oki-fun
lf

ochi---at intervals the ground shakes These multitude of evenly spaced earth bumps could
cause a broken ankle to the unwary as we hunters of Wisconsin have noticed.
•

THE STRANGE HISTORY OF THE WISCONSIN TERRITORY
The journalists of the early Easte rn colonies
were deeply interested in the informat ion about
the inland territories which was bro ught to them
by trappers ofvarious ethnic origins. Those
reports fram the French seemed most accurate as
they seemed to mingle and live amo ng t he Indian
tribes. Territories identified as Michigan, IIlinois
and Wisconsin were identified. The latter also was
more accurately reported as OUSE-KANSI N. Today
the term Ouse has also become Wis and Wase . It
~

was also a fraternal greeting of arrival and
departure by East Asian natives . I was greeted
during the Korean war by the military use of Ouse (a term of "bye" or depart also used by
athletic teams). It is interesting to note that this most definitely marks it as a Persian or
Phoenician word still used to describe the departure of the Sun from the sky----Ouse--WEST. In
America it was reported with a deviation, an Indian greeting of "hoose---HOW E".
The territory of WaseKonsin was famous for the abundant grain growing in the
numerous lakes and rivers. It was the famous food we ca 11 RICE. It was detached easily from the
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was

water plants and it was named WASE.
route to
and the
became known by this famous name.

middle East that to detach
You will find in the language the early
was WASERU as it
is in
em
nding, food availability
rice---Wase). While East
near the northern capitol
(now Tokyo) were restricted by the colder
popular rice fram warmer Indo China and Cam
did not
in that area. When the
cold-weather rice was intraduced (fram
lation) the
an important Tokyo university carries
prospered and a successful empire was born.
the name "Waseda Univ". The name for this
American Midwest in areas identified as Wausau, Waseca, Winebago, Ho-chunk and Wasilla

The seed of a grain was most important to our early civilizations. In the time of Julius
as Ho/n (or
the precious grains (wheat, barley) were
u::>t:<lI::.t::

in America by the Papago natives where it
use of the term "WASEn as a
In
Asia it

""",.""...,. 0 desu koto 0 wase re nai de ne
FORGET TO MAlL THIS LETTER -
ANCIENT SUMERIAN LANGUAGE) ~i!~~nnti~~;;ill~~::;;;;i~
to
rice in early America rice country--BEI KOKU !.

or

It was similarly na
was named
and the early
name
proud
I graup of Wisconsin then used the name
"MinneHoMinNee or Menominee!' The harvesting of
nk"j presently the name of an Indian

COlUMBUS REPORTS ON MAlZE
Have we been struggling for 500 years with a

was

civilizations seem to disappear? Let us look at
graup of Arizona natives who have been described as
for absence long before the use
called "hooky". The missing tribe was named
the area, the language
you rnr'''O .•___ IT
the disaster. As the corn disappeared we can ask: was it

was
was
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invasion? Whatever, it precipitated a major disaster. Perhaps it induced the people to move
fu rth er into the Aztec !erritory. When the seed (ho) of the grain (min) was ground up into
boiling water (ne) it was a nutritious porridge now called just that---HO-MIN-NY. The original
name may have been MAlZE. In East Asia it is MESHI, with a very sim ilar sound. One may ask if
this is important, the misunderstanding of the New World use of maize to describe corn? The
poet proclaims that "a Rose bya

other name would smell as sweet". But, we can see above
that this misconception led to puzzling
conclusions about the important crop

of corno

THE

-==:;~

~~~~~~==~ AZTECS. let's take an important look at
...........
that weil known Central American
"''' :"_ _ _ _ _ civilization known as the Aztec. The

'"

".~
""

history books tell us an interesting story
made even more interesting when you conside r
' the Asiatic/Phonecian language ap parent ly
being used in this area of the Mexico
territory. Soon after their Mexico
discovery, the Conquistadors

encountered this very active people and asked them a
common question as we yet do today. Where
you from? The records show that they answered

are

"AZTEC". Of course, the next question was "Where is that"? The Spanish reporte d the reply
was, " we are from ASHI, an island that is far, far away".
Now we see the possibility that a narrower definition may be made. My co lleague,
educated at Budapest University in Hungary suggested that TEK may be a modification ofTEG or
"where I am from". We see throughout the Mexico territory its use as Toltec, Mixtec, Zapotec,
etc. Ancient use of TOl and APPA for mountainous regions is recognized in the Americas. But,
that leaves us with the very deep mystery to explain what was Ashi and where it could be
located. Was it part of the islands off Alaska or was it further away. Here a most am az ing
discovery was made at the Asiatic section of a library in San Diego. The ancient histo ry far t he
island known as Japan reveals that they had very colorful descriptions. While they are now
known in some records as "Ashi Hora no Kuni"
which can be popularly translated as "country of

~!~~~~;=~:pampa grass on the beach", it is more inte resting to see

~~ .~

a more ancient translation of "Ash i-hora-no-kuni'~

This accurately describes proliferation on the island
beaches of sea lions, a very viable source of food
_ and pelts. The more modern tra nslation is
common in the islands of Japan, but the ancient one may have been forgotte n ..
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The sea lion was an important anima I

unique

It

that it could crawl up on the
In their
"hora" is belly. Kuni is a country or nation.
we have
an entire
just cal
important sea lion---Ashihora-no-kuni. It was at
the Aleutian islands and Alaska were host to this
target
hunter. It was a m
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the whale which some anthropologists suggest for maritime
le food and pelts than
whale while being safer to
while helpless
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th
Union
rs the name "Ali Yesh ,"'.,----,.,,,-,...."',,,-,,,,'"
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shoreline.
50 state
-Alosko". It is the
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as home for
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raised, tlHow and why did a
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subsistence and
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Social
New World". It is a subject
th
in Asia in
13 century may
many Ameriean
the "kelp highway" along the shores
the Paeifie Ocean, extending up
California through the Alaskan islands named "ALEUTIAN".
kelp beds
And, in turn, these
are a ready source of food
proteetion for large swarms of small
also
proteeted fram shark
by
It is a win-win situation
the
the sea lion.
anima I has even given
name
Aretie
(Ashi-Kimo----the eater of sea lion liver).
A

to

mous
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It ean be "",,'1\1&::,"

ma
language,
Akkadian or Phoenieian. In Asia it means to
at a
creeping. A very graphie teehnique to navigate
after the technique. Now, even more interesting is our apparent derivation
ancient Sun,
phrase
Ineantation of Holelulio. While Ho is
to eoax
morning Sun into the heavens. It was watehing the Sun rise "one
ean attest to.
time----creeping upward" as a viewpoint early
dawn
at
Cahokia in Illinois. The
priest no,rvr.no
truncated pyramid. Early misunderstandings of our native
of the most obvious ones are:
perpetuated by our edueation mHls.
~----·--··HE"rp

the natives showed
that
name of the area meant "up the river While this is
what was being told to
new
It deseribes not a
the time of landing, an exeiting event was ppening.
migration up the rivers to spawn. This was
While mosu is 0
chu is 0 duty Of obligotion ond settsu is oseoson.
ll
•
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how important and exciting this
of year was when food could be found and preserved for
NO PLACE named Massachusetts.
Similarly, there was also a
season for gathering wild
nded. It was the gander or
nadian
which
as
migration season. It
embedded in our la
It also is
"season for
to form lines (in the sky)."

NEBRASKA------He~e is amistake that

forward and is a type

to early Historians proclaiming that American natives could have up to
languages. What a profound mistake. Dr.
ph Greenbe (Stanford) told me that
finds just
3
he does not name them. He advised me that his training is
and not
My
of native vocabulary as a
disdoses also 3
ancient
la
Chinese, Japanese and Phoenician.
Upon having lunch one
in San Diego with an
of the Sioux tribe of the IJCle,UCOIO>.
my problem with this territory of Nebraska. The French had named it for the flat river that
through the flat land. While all the phonetics checked out against my hypothesis, one trouble
remained----the name had no water in it. Indeed, if it was NEbaraska it would signify nar'h::>.",
turbulent river which it was not. My Dakota
nd, Gerald, advised me that the current name
what the
called the area----it was
This was the a
even in Minnesota here was the missing river. The name is Minne-baras-ka, the plaee of
an area
flat fields
r holds
admiration
And the source of such a spiritual river was a
the river. Mythology of the poem "HIAWATHA---morning
headwaters of the Mississippi. We should dis miss the
text books.

that dweils deeply in
minds of early settiers to America
A
amount of fear. How and
did the I
go "on
warpath"?
accurate description
perceived wrongs that had
was a
rivers which led the tribai people to
"military assistance" to those needing
tribai
needing it were on the
part of this
encroachment by Europeans. The name
such a pathway was
at Chilicothe in Ohio what their village

admitted, "but we
it means (and this is ironie) main village because
them throughout the nation
the arrival of
U.S. Postal system, all
N
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had to be replaced. Today, we do not see the proliferation of this important Indian name. And
w e certainly have not understood nor appreciated it.
AMERICA---A Land of Sun and Rain

00 we today honor Americus, the shipboard cartographer of Columbus with naming t hese vast
two continents? There may be some doubt. After all, the gods of Sun and Rain were recognized
for a few thousand years. In Egypt their Sun god was RA. And the New Worl d was already
recognized for these gifts from the Heavens. The rain forest (Ame Sho'n-Amazon) and the
Cari bbean as weil as other tropical islands had the signature of morning Sun and slight rain
most every afternoon. The island of Jamaica (Ha-Ame ka) still sports this description . While on
the West coast of America a smaliindian village near San Oiego was marked by th e ra in that fell
in the mountain canyons. It was named Cu_E_Ame_Ka---Cuyamaca. It was the ambiguous
co mingjgoing of the ra in to the heavens. We can see from this the high probability that our
modern nation means simply "Place of Rain and Sun" which describes the off-shore islands.
But that raises the question "What was the Indian name for
this large Empire located in North America with an extensive
cultural presence in the Midwest?" Anthropol ogists have
discovered this rich heritage of a fairly advanced civilization
denoted variously as "the Mississippi society". The ca pit ol
seemed to be located alongside the great river and a large
pyramid had been constructed. It also seemed to be a " moun d
building" society for there was a proliferation over much of the
Midwest of these strange structures. American pioneer villages
sprung up with names like Moundsville (Ala) and Tuskeegee
(Ala).
ALGONQUIN (Bow/ Flint point)

This extensive civilization was a self-proclaimed Empire based on their unique
technological invention---the crystalline flint arrow point! They identified themselves as " Being
of the Bow and Flint Arrow point---Ali Kan Quay'n'~ The multitude of manufacturing sites
throughout America attests to the success of this arrow point referred to by the Indians as the
QUAY----having a channel down the side . Archaelogists have renamed it "the Clovis point"
based merely on where it was first discovered. These points dominated their nat ion which we
have come to know as the Aigonquin. These arrow points have been found by seem ingly
millions in the fields and forests. It gave them a technological advantage in hunting the large
mammals which they sought. Today in Asia an arrowhead flower is named Quay. The native
American had emerged from the Stone Age with an important invention to insure his
domination over beast and enemy. The territory was weil defined and recognized as Aigonquin
among the tribai group of the Ojiobawa (Ojibwa, Chippewa) speakers. They we re a dose knit
clan of self-identified relatives, their tribe described themselves as "a society of uncles and
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aunts". This, incidentally is the same way the famous Amazon tribe, the Yanomamo identifie d
themselves to Dr. Napo leo n Chagnon . They prided themselves as " using advanced products of
civilization". Their tribai name translates as Dr. Chagnon told me, "having Things of the House---
le-no-mono". They were proud owners of pots and pans

.THE MICHIGAN TERRITORY Early expeditions found easy access by boat to the Michigan and
Wisconsin territories because of the Great Lakes and many glacier generated lakes and rivers.
They found the native Indians quite enthused and excited about the area between the lakes
Illinois (Michigan) and Huron where t he la nd
formed a convenient peninsula. More
~ot~~~'

importantly, the waters at this point
presented a "narrows" through wh ich
migratory birds found convenient st o pover
on their yearly flights. These "stopovers"
were important locations in the "pathways"
for migration. This area was very importa nt
and recognized by the Indians as a "flyway "
which in their language was " M ICHI". The

... _ stopover place was identified in t heir
.
language as "goose stopover---come and

\:.~

go----ORAI-GAN, Oregon. We now see it in Wisconsin as 'horicon' and at the Pacific f lyway as
oregon'.
History books show this important Great Lakes narrows as having three important
similar native names. They are pathways. All related. Theyare :
MICHI-KAMOU
MICH I-Ll-MA-KAMOU
MICHI-GAN
Most interesting to the geo-linguist is that all three suffix describe a migratory wa te rfowl :.

Kamou-------------a duck
Makamou---------a specific duck, probably the mallard
Gan-----------------the goose, probably Canadian or Snow
What an attractive source of food was provided by these yearly flights. It is o bvious, that
the
common prefix of MICHI was the path or 'flyway' of
the
waterfowl. While most paths were exte nded, the 'L/'
added
here would denote a "Iong geographical" path
which mariners had used in their connotation of a
distance measurement: "Ieague".
A question was, which na me would be used
by the East coast colonies to define this large
territory as it prepared to enter t he early
confederation? They chose the simplest, Michigan, t he IIflyway ofthe
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Goose". And those vital hunting spots called "Oregon" have been retained along these
pathways.
THE REDSKIN CONTROVERSEY

American history seems to have done a disservice to the
tribai people met by the incoming European
expeditions. We have passed some
misconceptions on to new generations. Yet,
we must look now to understand and res olve
some of these language problems. Any
modern outdoorsman can relate to the
woodland Indian and his war with insects.
Ticks, fleas and mosquitoes abound in the
forests and beaches of our nation . Before
the invention of DDT there was a conve nient
protection against these infernal pests. The
often scantily clad traveler could smear mud
or clay upon their body to offer a fo rm of
protection. This clay could have a yellow or
red coloration as we can see in the records
of Marquette and Joliet in their 1673
exploration of the Wisconsin territory. A
large settlement of natives was at the river

that emptied into the Lac des IIlinois (Lake
Michigan). The people were described as MESQUACKIENIN (see map above). They identified
themselves as having "Bodies of Red and Yellow people---Me-Sekki-wa-Ki-nin" A descri ption
which now is remembered as MILWAUKEE.
Did the people eventually get absorbed into modern civilizations along with t he greater
Ojibwa? Were they offended by their own description? Obviously not, for they now ca n be
found as the Mesquakie tribai group near Marshalltown, lowa and have a casino by that very
name! The MESQUACKIE CASINO, Perhaps having no word for "orange" their bodies were of
"red and yellow" reflecting the famous color of the clay quarries now found in the M ilwaukee
area.
THE FRUITS OF THE EARTH---MIAMI, an Activity Center

With the study of these early languages the scholar can see that the transition from early
hunter to gatherers entailed the appreciation for what Mother Earth could provide for her
children. What may be somewhat overlooked by modern city dwellers was of keen importance
to early civilizations. We have been left with a legacy of colorful expressions to define these
apparent miracles of natural growth. All people, and certainly the Indians were fascinated by
the early bud produced before the fruit or grain would develop. The fruit or grain was defined
by /Imin" and the bud was

"mey'~

The rice seed "ho" in Wisconsin helped define the family

known as
from

" river

been derived

grain people----MENOMINEE" It would appear to
grain.
or people
the river

How
primitive language
lop? It is interesti to speculate since unwritten
was a
languages leave
for the archaeologist to study. In the
active
which we have identified as the Mississippian society and culture. This new birth
as similar to
energy put forth by a
it
activity could be seen by the
the
fruit or
behind
It was described as MEY-A-MIN or MIAMI.
Locations
are found in Florida and Ohio and would
important
civilizations. The
hokia Mounds are an indication. Perhaps the archaeologists
yet to
find other extensive ruins from these early people. We can rea
that often
will be much more apparent than
of
rice was a most important commodity
may have been neglected in our American studies. It teils us that pe
a
was
by
Wisconsin territory production of rice
could prosper in
weather.
Was it
of rice
was
to assist
birth of a new Empire

THE UNIQUE WISCONSIN TERRITORY
a possible World player in
early civilization of North
at this Midwestern state. While it seems to
a dose
language studies can suggest that it was a most important and ancient

rn,nn,,,,rT

can look at a
commodity in Japan called
weather rice". While
the
China, a nd Japan had adequate rice to
Edo in
n was not expandi
Yet, politically the population
to move North and was
inhibited by
rice
nts from
Nam
m
not
And then, an apparent mirade
ppened---somehow there was
new
could survive the winters and a
was
became a large metropolis and the head of an Empire. Where did this
was called
as it was in Wisconsin where it was
by the
territory also as
Menominee. French explorers had named
detach (rice)".
This word

'detach' is a very ancient one perha weil
In
rian text It is "waseru or
. I feel it also gave
ancient
direction of "West---ouse' or the "sun departs {from sky)". In East Asia they use a
was
by groups It is "OUSE" and used by athletes or military
coincidence, early
of
such as 'bye or hi'. By stra
Akkadian dictionaries list It slmilarly
ATLANTIS---THE lOST CONTINENT

a
It
"route

What we have
is an interesting enigma of a
civilization that apparently sank
waves of the
Can
great mystery in any way
our
world travel
exploration.
ancient societies
which seems to
by many
of history.
forefathers were
not only been
but when proposed can even
some of their accomplishments
possibility (based on language residue
3 continents)
denied. lofter
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the East coast was of course the Po-Tomei-'k (pure river) at Virgini a. A river Po can also be found
flowi ng through Poland.
AMERICA---LAND OF FU SA"!G------(Big Sheep)
Today, we have a modern view of the Americas. We can wonder if these lands were w eil known
to those early adventurers with skills and aptitudes never really appreciated. There is almost an
entire industry dedicated to speculating about alien people bringing a high degree of
intelligence and technology to this planet. The very thought of these estra-terrestrials denies
the credit which we might give to our early ancestors. What has been uncovere d by
archaelogists is a most amazing capability in stone cutting and construction.
Historians tracking of the Lost Continent of Atlantis seem to neglect the rich Asian
history of exploration. Did China know of these lands and bring back stories of the fabulous
civilizations? We do have arecord of the classic KUEN of the travels of the Budhist priest Hwui, a
narrative written in 5 th AD. Also, my colleague C.Wu reported on a stone located in Santung
province. It was an engraved stone by Monks that proclaimed the "myth" that you co uld saH
East to the land of FU SANG. It advised the traveler to take along many young boys and girls
because the trip w as long and his own youth would be exhausted before arrival. Wh at kind of
dazzling descriptions would these travelers have if they returned to
China? We see an interesting artifact in the ideograph for Ame rica
that is used by Chinese to describe America. While it is now popularly
translated as "BI---beautiful" it seems to have a deeper meaning. The
two radicals making up the Ideograph are "Sheep and Big". Can w e
imagine the mesmerizing sight of the American flatla nds and the vast
herds of bison roaming the grasslands? They looked like big sheep as
they grazed and would have certainly left a striking imp ression on the
traveling mind.
Yes, it would be quite possible that the Greek philosophers related to Mediterranean
seamen this amazing island continent having, as they described, mountains on th ree sides
containing a vast open fields between.
And the Irish had a legend that the land ofTIR NA nOG could be found if you sail West.
These legends revealed that these were lands of long life, perpetual youth pe rhaps. An exotic
goal of ancient people.

CONCLUSIONS
1.

American natives did not have teepees.

2.

There was no maize planted in the Americas. Corn was HO'n just as in Caesers time .

3.

Natural expansion and growth was acknowledged to be similar to the bud development
into a fruit or grain. America had no Place named Massachusetts. Nor Narragansett.
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4.

An important pre-history export fro m Ame rica was a cold weather rice called Wase
using same name both here and in Asia. The harvest method wa s "det ach".

5.

There was a large amount of human traffic into t he New World mainly fram Asia,
prabably along the Aleutians. These continents were very familiar t o Asian and Arabic
traders and led to the myth of Atlantis. Much of native voca bu lary was Phoenician.

6.

Tribai and family affiliatiQns were vital and often expressed in religion or metaphor. The
enigmatic dialect variations of the Dakotas came fram the Asiatic Rokkotsu (meaning
RIß). The description by Tonto of Lone Ranger was highly accurate.

7.

Language residue in the Americas came prima rily fra m t hree ancient maritime
civilizations----Chinese, Japanese, Phoenician. And even these are related .
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